
box it up
the Rise of Subscription Commerce
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ubscription based ecommerce businesses (“subcom” for short) are on the rise. In a typical 
situation, a subcom business will send their customers (“the subscribers”) a box full of 
products on a regular basis. Very often these businesses try to attract customers with 

specific needs. For example, a subcom appealing to new mothers may send their subscribers a 
box of baby care items each month.

Is subscription commerce here to stay or is it a passing fad? Does it really address a meaningful 
need? In this graphic, we’re going to briefly look at some of the current players in the subcom 
industry—how they’re growing and how the market is divvied up. Special thanks to @percival.
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Below is a chart that plots some subcom brands that have already launched or are in beta. The 
brands are organized by scale (y-axis) and whether they target a male or female demographic, 
or both (x-axis). Looking at the industry as a whole, subcom businesses are leaning towards the 
female demographic. Notice the ominous void for male-leaning subcoms that are scaling.
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Below is a chart that plots the growth of some subcom brands, as measured by 
Alexa.com. The y-axis represents the “reach” of each brand, or the estimated 
percentage of global internet users who visit the respective sites.
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KISSmetrics is a powerful web analytics solution that helps you make

smarter business decisions. Start your FREE trial at: kissmetrics.com/signup
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